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Regrasp Planning for Pivoting Manipulation by a Humanoid Robot
Eiichi Yoshida, Mathieu Poirier, Jean-Paul Laumond, Oussama Kanoun, Florent Lamiraux,
Rachid Alami and Kazuhito Yokoi.
Abstract— A method of regrasp planning for humanoid robot
manipulation is proposed. We adopt pivoting manipulation for
the humanoid robot to move a bulky object without lifting
in a stable and dexterous manner. In order to carry the
object to a desired place, the humanoid should sometimes move
through narrow areas surrounded by obstacles. We propose
a roadmap multiplexing planning to allow the robot to leave
the object near narrow places and to regrasp it from another
position to continue carrying. We utilize visibility probabilistic
roadmap (PRM) method as a preprocessing to capture the
critical conﬁgurations for regrasping. Then a diffusion method
is employed to plan the overall manipulation path including
regrasping. The proposed method is veriﬁed through planning
simulation including whole-body motions.

Fig. 1.

An experiment of whole-body pivoting manipulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Manipulation requiring whole-body motion is one of the
tasks that are appropriate for humanoid robots. Currently
whole-body humanoid tasks are actively being studied: for
instance, pushing [1], [2] or lifting [3], [4]. We have been
studying on pivoting [5] that consists of manipulating a bulky
object by inclining and rotating. It is advantageous for the
humanoid robot in terms of dexterity, stability and security
since the robot does not need to lift the object [6]. We
have proposed collision-free whole-body motion planning
for pivoting in our previous work [7], [8]. Fig. 1 shows an
example of whole-body manipulation including coordinated
arm and leg motions also by keeping dynamic balance. The
manipulated object is carried to the goal position several
meters away along the planned curve.
However, the planner proposed in [8] does not allow the
robot to change the grasping point: it may be blocked if
there are places where the robot and the object cannot pass
through together. When we humans transport a bulky object
in a cluttered environment, we sometimes release the object
and hold it with another position according to the situation.
In this work, we provide a humanoid robot with more
ﬂexibility in whole-body pivoting manipulation by including
regrasp planning. The robot releases the object when it
cannot go further towards the goal position and grasp it again
to continue manipulation.
The difﬁculty resides in ﬁnding narrow passages for the
robot and object together and in combining the paths with
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different grasping positions to plan a manipulation motion to
achieve the goal.
Movable objects have been dealt with using classical
motion planners [9], [10], [11] before the introduction of
randomized motion planners where different conﬁguration
spaces are addressed depending on the relative position of the
robot to the movable objects. Simeon et al. [12] proposed a
theoretical basis of manipulation planning including “transit”
path without the object and “transfer” with it, which allows
the manipulation plan with regrasping. In the humanoid related research, Stilman et al. [13], [14] addressed “navigation
among movable objects” and Okada et al. [15] proposed an
“environment planner” respectively, to allow the humanoid
robot to navigate by displacing movable obstacles. Both
methods focus on navigation based on search in the graph
that represents the structure of the environment.
We here address the regrasp planning problem for pivoting manipulation through a roadmap-multiplexing approach.
First, we plan an object-only roadmap to identify “critical conﬁgurations” by capturing the global view of the
environment based on visibility roadmap planning method
[16]. From the obtained object visibility roadmap, multiple
“manipulation roadmaps” are constructed for the combined
robot-object system for different grasping positions. Those
roadmaps are interconnected by a “regrasping roadmap”
for free robot walking. A collision-free manipulation path
including regrasping is searched by applying randomized diffusion planning method to the whole set of those roadmaps.
Finally the whole-body motions are generated based on the
method proposed in [8].
The contribution of this work is reinforcement of the
ﬂexibility for humanoid manipulation by allowing regrasping
and also the integration of visibility roadmap, diffusion
planning and whole-body motion generation of humanoid
motion.

II. P IVOTING M ANIPULATION BY H UMANOID ROBOT
So far we have been investigating the whole-body manipulation of a polyhedral object by a humanoid robot [6], [7],
[8]. It is useful when the object is bulky or heavy since the
robot does not lift the object but manipulates it by using
the contact support from the ﬂoor. We can also expect a
dexterous manipulation by using point contacts of the object
vertices. As shown in Fig. 2, the 3D pivoting motion of the
object is modeled by a 2D segment of which two endpoints
are used as a center of horizontal rotation. We have shown
a property that any collision-free path is transformed into
pivoting sequence based on small-time controllability [7].
The pivoting sequence planning proposed in [8] takes two
steps. A supporting collision-free path for the edge is ﬁrst
planned. While manipulating, it is easier for the humanoid to
move in the forward direction than sidestepping. By taking
this in account as nonholonomic constraints [17], we applied
a local steering method called Reeds and Shepp curves
[18], composed of line segment and arc of circles allowing
backward motions. This steering method enables the robot
to go backwards to manipulation the object near a wall.
Once a basic collision-free path is planned, it is transformed into a pivoting sequence of the object. Finally, the
whole-body humanoid motion is generated to achieve the
hand trajectory that achieves the planned sequence.
With those results at hand, we are now ready to investigate
roadmap multiplexing to handle more complex situations.
III. I DENTIFYING CRITICAL CONFIGURATIONS
We employ the “visibility” Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM)
[16], [19] to help the planner identify the critical conﬁgurations. Two types of nodes are considered in visibility
roadmap.
1) Guards: To become a guard, a node in the roadmap
q must not be able to see other guards. Thus, the
visibility region, V (q) , must be empty of other guards.
2) Connectors: To become a connector, a node q , must
see at least two guards. Thus, there exist guards q1 and
q2 , such that q ∈ V (q1 ) ∩ V (q2 ) .
Fig. 3 shows the way it works. The black circles are the
guards already included in the roadmap G. There are three
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Fig. 2. Supporting edge. The pivoting sequence is planned using rotation
of the endpoints of this edge.
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Three cases during building the Visibility PRM.

cases when a new conﬁguration qnew is sampled. First, if
qnew cannot be connected to any guards, qnew becomes a
guard and is inserted into the roadmap (Fig. 3a). The second
case is that qnew can be connected to at least two different
connected components of G. In this case, qnew becomes a
connector that adds associated edges in G to connect the
different connected components (Fig. 3b). If qnew does not
satisfy any of those two conditions, it is discarded (Fig. 3c).
The visibility PRM has characteristics to keep the roadmap
compact. Since it attempts to connect separate connected
components, it helps identifying narrow passages more efﬁciently than plain PRM.
For those reasons, we adopt this Visibility PRM to capture
the global view of the environment. When the humanoid
robot carries the object by pivoting manipulation in an environment with obstacles, it may often be blocked by narrow
spaces where it cannot go through by holding the object.
The Visibility PRM serves as a preprocessing procedure
that helps the planner identify possible regrasping points of
manipulation.
This preprocessing is illustrated in Fig. 4. First, the visibility PRM is executed with the carried object alone to
capture the passages where the object can pass through.
obj
that is judged to be added
Suppose that a new node qnew
to the “object roadmap” Gobj (Fig. 4a). Before the addition,
collisions are checked by attaching the approximated robot
bounding volume along the new edges eobj
new to be added to
connect to other connected components. If eobj
new is collisionfree, insert it in Gobj .
On the other hand, if eobj
new induces collisions between the
robot and the obstacles, the collision-free portions erob
f ree are
extracted (Fig. 4b). Then erob
are
added
in
G
instead
of
obj
f ree
eobj
.
new
The newly inserted nodes qfrob
ree are considered to represent
critical conﬁgurations that are the candidates of the regrasping points. Fig. 5 shows an example of object roadmap. We
can observe that the narrow areas are roughly covered by the

(a)
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Fig. 4. Preprocessing of Visibility roadmap for object to identify critical
conﬁgurations with the robot.

roadmap. Note that the links between the nodes are symbolic
to represent the connectivity and their actual motions are
subject to nonholonomic constraints of Reeds and Shepp
curves for car-like robots. Notice also that the edges between
the nodes do not have much importance because we will use
only the nodes in construction of roadmap for the combined
robot-object system in the next section.
IV. REGRASP PLANNING BY MULTIPLEXING ROADMAPS
In this section we describe a method of regrasp planning
using roadmap multiplexing to combine different grasping
positions. Fig. 6 illustrates the overview of the planning
scheme. Several grasping positions are possible for a given
object position. The roadmaps are built for the combined
bounding volumes of both the robot and the object. There

Object size

Fig. 5. An example of resulting object roadmap. The link between nodes
represents symbolic connections by nonholonomic local steering method.
The absence of connection between two nodes apparently close means that
the shortest Reeds and Shepp path is not collision-free.

1
Fig. 6. Roadmap multiplexing. Different manipulation roadmaps Gmanip
1
and Gmanip are connected by way of the regrasping roadmap Greg .

are two types of roadmap: the ﬁrst is the “manipulation
i
i
for i-th grasping position rgrasp
expressed
roadmap” Gmanip
as the relative robot position with respect to object. In this
roadmap, the robot and the object move together. The second
type of roadmap is the “regrasping roadmap” Greg where the
robot moves alone between different grasping positions.
As can be seen in the ﬁgure, manipulation roadmaps
1
2
and Gmanip
for different grasping positions are inGmanip
terconnected via the regrasping roadmap Greg . For instance,
the path from A to B is possible only by alternating the
different grasping positions.
We ﬁrst use the visibility roadmap of the object Gobj
introduced in Section III to construct those roadmap. The
objective of this operation is to allow the roadmaps to
cover the areas around the critical conﬁgurations. Since the
manipulation roadmaps generated from the object roadmap
are only rough capture of the narrow passages, a ﬁne path
search is usually necessary to ﬁnd the precise regrasping
positions. If no solutions are found after this roadmap
building operation, we adopt a diffusing roadmap exploration
to grow the roadmap in narrow spaces.
The detailed procedure to research a manipulation path for
the combined robot-object system is shown in Fig. 7. Since
there are multiple grasping positions for the robot, the start
and goal conﬁgurations are not unique. The path planning
problem has then multiple start and goal sets Sstart and
Sgoal . The subroutine PlanWithObjectConﬁg(qobj , Sstart ,
Sgoal ) makes a path search between start and goal node sets
in the whole set of the roadmaps by adding a new node
generated from the object conﬁguration qobj .
Fig. 8 shows an example of roadmap generated from the
multiplexing method. The thick line segments with black circle nodes are the roadmap built from the object roadmap and
the thin line with square nodes are the result of the diffusion.
We adopted a diffusion method with self parameter-tuning
[22]. In this ﬁgure, roadmaps for different grasping positions

goal
start
PlanManipulation(qobj
, qobj
)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

i
Gmanip
← ∅, Greg ← ∅ n
// Set of start and goal nodes: Sstart and Sgoal
Sstart ← ∅, Sgoal ← ∅
// Add start and goal nodes to the roadmaps
i
for i-th grasping position rgrasp
do
start
start
i
qrob ← CalcRobConﬁgFromObj(qobj
, rgrasp
)
goal
goal
i
qrob ← CalcRobConﬁgFromObj(qobj , rgrasp )
goal
i
start
i
AddNode(Gmanip
, qrob
), AddNode(Gmanip
, qrob
)
goal
start
AddNode(Greg , qrob ), AddNode(Greg , qrob )
goal
goal
AddNodeSet(Sstart , qrob
), AddNodeSet(Sgoal , qrob
)
end for
// Search with the object roadmap Gobj
Path P ← ∅
for all node qobj in Gobj do
P ← PlanWithObjectConﬁg(qobj , Sstart , Sgoal )
if P = ∅ then
Return solution path P
end if
end for
// Search with diffusion process: cf. [20], [21]
for n < N try do
qobj ← RandomObjConﬁg()
near
random
qobj
← NearestNode(qobj
, Gobj )
new
near
qobj ← Extend(qobj ,)
new
P ← PlanWithObjectConﬁg(qobj
, Sstart , Sgoal )
if P = ∅ then
Return solution path P
end if
end for

PlanWithObjectConﬁg(qobj , Sstart , Sgoal )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

i
for i-th grasping position rgrasp
do
i
i
qrob ← CalcRobConﬁgFromObj(qobj , rgrasp
)
i
if qrob is collision-free then
i
i
AddNodeAndLink(Gmanip
, qrob
)
i
AddNodeAndLink(Greg , qrob ) 
i
return FindPath(Sstart , Sgoal , ({ i Gmanip
}∩Greg ))
end if
end for

Fig. 7.

Algorithm for roadmap multiplexing.

are merged. We can observe that the rough coverage from
the object roadmap serves as a guide for diffusion process
to ﬁnd a path including regrasping.
In this framework, any local steering method that connects
two conﬁgurations can be used. As mentioned earlier, we
apply Reeds and Shepp curves for the object trajectory.
To allow the robot to move freely to change the grasping
conﬁguration, we employ a method combining a smooth carlike robot path for forward walking and linear interpolation
for sideways or backward walking in short distances.

Goal

Start

Fig. 8. Generated manipulation roadmap by the proposed method. The thick
links with circle denote the roadmap derived from the object visibility-based
roadmap. The thin links with squares are additional diffused roadmap.

V. I MPLEMENTATION I SSUES
We have implemented the proposed method in a shared
software development called humanoid path planner (HPP)
[23], based on a motion planning library KineoWorksTM
[24]. In this framework, the software components are developed in a modular manner for the sake of reusability
and easy maintenance. Thanks to the object-oriented modular
architecture and common interface deﬁnitions, the developers
can implement the components necessary for their own
planning problem by using inherited classes of various basic
libraries of motion planning.
In this research we have implemented a planning system
for the proposed method of whole-body pivoting motion as
shown in Fig. 9. The planner interacts with basic functions
such as roadmap builders, path optimizers and collision
checkers. We also implemented the steering methods speciﬁc
to the pivoting planning problem.
We have developed such local steering methods as Reeds
and Shepp curves for pivoting basic path, pivoting sequence
generation, and path planner for free walking. We also
implemented the visibility PRM builder and the multiplexed
roadmap builder with combined structure of the humanoid
and the object. The generalized inverse kinematics (IK)
module [25] takes care of the dynamic and stable whole-body
motion including the coordinated hands and legs motions.
VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
The proposed method has been veriﬁed to an environment
including obstacles with narrow areas. The humanoid robot
HRP-2 [26] should carry a box-share object from the initial
position (Fig. 10a) to its goal (Fig. 10h). First, the basic path
for pivoting is planned by using the proposed method. As the
resulting collision-free regrasping path is not always optimal,
a path optimizer has been applied to remove redundant path
components. It is then transformed to a pivoting sequence of
the box and ﬁnally to the whole-body motion.

different types of manipulation (lifting, pushing, etc) to
reinforce the capacity of manipulation, and also improvement of the roadmap search for efﬁcient planning. Reactive
regrasp planning using sensor data to implement the proposed method with real hardware is another aspect of future
development.
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Fig. 9.

Software implementation based on humanoid path planner (HPP)

The humanoid robot displaces the object at the entry of a
narrow passage (Fig. 10b, c). Then it releases the object and
walk to the other side of the wall (Fig. 10d). By combining
backward and forward manipulation, the humanoid goes to
another narrow passage (Fig. 10e, f). After another regrasping, the object is carried to the goal position (Fig. 10g, h).
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